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Dear Enthusiast
Well, this month saw an excellent turnout for the club night
and it was good to see Tim and
have a catch up. The main
conversation centered around
Crystal Palace and Edenbridge
which have both now come
and gone for another year. We
gave Crystal Palace a miss this
year but we had
an enjoyable afternoon at Edenbridge on the
Monday and took
part in the parade
along with a gaggle of NKLG participants.
A thank you must go to Roger
D for doing the organising and
to Richard for also looking after
us - being a local resident he
was helping out with marshalling duties etc.
A few spots of rain turned into
a steady drizzle by the end of
the day although it didn’t really
spoil things. John Surtees
headed up the procession in a
loaned F1 Ferrari. We watched

managed to negotiate for
wheel refurbishment with Lepsons).
I had to chuckle last week. I
was dropping the Elise off at
Normans around 9 in the
morning for it’s annual service
(I usually put the keys through
his letterbox) and I bumped
into a regular UPS delivery
driver with a package for him.
Anyone who knows Norman
knows that he’s not an “early
morning” person. “Fifteen
years I’ve been doing this
round” he said “and I’ve never
met him!!”
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from the starting point and he
was not very happy sitting in a
steadily overheating car whilst
the organisers sorted out a few
errant vehicles coming the other way.
Vaughn managed to perfectly
snap a shot of a historic
twelve-wheeled Ferrari!.......

My other chuckle for May was
seeing Mick M’s tee shirt on
club night bearing the motif
“Lots Of Torque Usually Spinning!” He should go into production with them - there must
be a ready market.
The Komosa Cup Treasure
Hunt didn’t come up to expectations this year. Howard and
Jenny put in the effort but unfortunately only ONE car made
the start-line - Roger and Helena! As events go it might well
be a case of some you win
some you lose but perhaps
treasure hunts are not for everyone. I know I’m useless at
them. But thanks go to Howard
and Jenny for spending the
time arranging it and for R & H
taking part but perhaps it’s
time to call it a day?

The turnout was good Mat/Trudi; John/Joan;
Howard/Jenny; Roger/Helena;
Vaughn/Diana; Terry; Richard;
Sue and me and Jon, Michelle
and Jasmin who incidentally
turned up in the two yellow Loti
- Yes, Jon has finished the
Elan. The Esprit and Elan
make a very nice matching
pair!! Final report from Jon is
over the page (don’t forget to
make a note of the generous
20% discount that Jon has

I forgot to ask John U how he
got on at Goodwood
when I saw him at
Edenbridge - he reported that he’d visited Lakeside
Engineering and
they confirmed that
his Elan was suffering “Turbo Over-
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boost” and made the
appropriate adjustment. Max,
at Lakeside, said that although
the Wastegate Diaphram is
working properly it’s perhaps a
little tired. So John was going
to replace it before the Trackday. We need an update on
how it went.
Howard E has supplied the
menu for the 20th Anniversary
meal in July and I’ve just spotted a couple of mistakes! Firstly we’ve been promoted to the
Lotus Drivers Club (or is that
demoted!?) and secondly the
fish dish doesn’t have a reference number. This will be rectified for next month but in the
meantime you can make your
choices and let Howard know
at the June meeting.
Lotus finally has a new boss,
Jean-Marc Gales, and according to press reports, he has a
good record at turning things
around. The word is that the
Esprit is all but ready to go and
should lead a recovery plan as
a high-margin low-volume
model. At the other end of the
scale, volume-wise, that’s what
they said about the Elise when
it was launched and and the
opposite happened. It’d be
nice to see the Esprit finally
appear.
The letter is late again this
month and the June meeting is
only next week away! We wont
be able to make it as we’ll be
having a good time settling in
ready for another Le Mans 24
hours. So I hope it’s a pleasant
summer “car-park” type evening and we’ll see you in July.

John
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